art-fabric series

My Creative Process; exercises in designing a project
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believe that everyone has creative genius lurking in their DNA but until it is sparked it
may lay dormant. I maintain that Creativity is discipline and like most ideals, it takes
practice to get it going.

OBSERVE

Over the years I have found an 8-step methodical process for getting my creative juices
going and applying that juice to any project I am working on. That process works for
anything — quilting, cooking, garden design, etc — so the more the process is used, the
more creative your entire life becomes.

Join me in working through my creative design process and nish the
workshop with a 12” x 16” collaged & quilted art piece of your own design.
During the day you will learn:
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my 8-step design process
basic design principles and color theory
the difference between a technique and a design
Abstract pattern-making
Free-form piecing
how to stretch quilted art onto a frame

Prepare for the workshop by doing some homework & bringing your supplies.
PURCHASE A $15 KIT FROM ME WHICH INCLUDES: Pre-sized pattern papers, canvas frame to
stretch your quilt onto, use of my textile paint and permanent pencils for embellishments.

SET THE
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DESIGN
TEST
WALK AWAY

This is MY inspiration.
You will have your own.
Jane Balshaw - janebalshaw.com - Canterbury, NH
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HOMEWORK; Do step #1

Observe

The process of observing the world around us is a singular activity. Yes, someone can point something
out to you that you may not have noticed, but that something is not your observation; it was imposed
upon you through the filter of someone else’s bias.
To be a creator/maker and designer, our skills of observation must be honed so we can come up with our
own original thought. In preparation for the workshop go through the following exercise and come with
several photos on your phone, tablet or laptop computer. Alternatively, you can bring several printed
images taken from the web and printed, or ripped out of magazines.
•
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•

•

Choose a setting that you feel comfortable and relaxed in. This may be, for example, on a hiking trail
or in your back yard or in your favorite chair with a cup of tea.
Eliminate interruptions. Turn the ringer and notifications off on your phone. Turn off the radio and
any music with lyrics. Don’t do this close to the time when you expect visitors etc.
Set specific time aside for this process. It takes while for your mind to shut off so that your eyes take
over to observe what is in front of them. For me this can take up to 2 hours; I have a very busy mind.
Let yourself notice your surroundings (or magazine images). What grabs your attention? What
perhaps makes you excited? Don’t let yourself think that anything is wrong with your choice or is
uninteresting. If it is interesting to YOU then it is interesting. Snap a photo or rip it out of the
magazine; collect a few. Step two in the workshop will help you define what you loved about the
images and why.
Choose your most favorite image for the workshop.
BRING TO THE WORKSHOP:
1. Your sewing machine with #70 needles,
piecing foot, walking foot and quilting/
embroidery loop foot & thread to match your
fabric selections.
2. A cutting mat and rotary cutter plus scissors
for fine cutting.
3. A quilters see-through ruler that is at least 18”
long.
4. Several sheets of two-sided sticky fusible
web.
5. A sketching pencil and eraser.
6. Solid colored fabric selected from one of your
favorite images. Choose a total of 5 colors
with 3 variations each totally 15 different
fabrics. Choose the colors that appeal to you
most in that image. 1/8 yd sizes are plenty.
• 2 or 3 neutral shades such as grays,
browns or beiges - light, medium and
dark of each.
• 2 or 3 colors - light, medium and dark
of each
• EXAMPLE: for mine I choose bluegray, ‘neutral’ gray, orchid purple,
coral pink, yellow green.
8. Bring med/thin batt & backing fabric

I will provide irons & ironing boards.
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